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GET TO KNOW GREAT BAY
The time it takes
a plastic bag
to degrade into
microplastic
(The Ocean Conservancy)

67%
_
of the
Japanese
knotweed
plant
grows
below
ground

Plastic based
on a synthetic
polymer invented

Cigarette
Butts:
#1 marine debris
item found in
Great Bay

Number of trash items collected in
Great Bay since 2016.
(Blue Ocean Society for Marine Conservation)

144: MILES OF SHORELINE ON GREAT BAY

NATIONAL
ESTUARINE
RESEARCH
RESERVE

Great Bay National Estuarine
Research Reserve (GBNERR) is
an estuary comprised of 7,300
acres of tidal waters and 2,935
acres of coastal land. Acquired
through land purchases and
conservation easements,
GBNERR was designated on
October 3, 1989 to be
preserved for the purposes
of education, research, and
resource protection.

GBNERR
Manager: Cory Riley
GREAT BAY DISCOVERY CENTER
Education Coordinator:
Kelle Loughlin
GREAT BAY STEWARDS
Chair: Jack O’Reilly

Y

ou have seen the pictures; a baby seal entangled in fishing gear or
a stunning sea turtle with a plastic bag hanging from its beak. This
issue of Great Bay Matters covers a topic that is easily understood as a
threat to our global environment. Marine debris mobilizes volunteers,
spurs innovation, and inspires action in large part because we can list
the terrifying facts, and witness the suffering of animals. For example,
in the Great Pacific Garbage Patch northwest of Hawaii, one study
estimated that the ratio of plastic to plankton was 6:1 in the surface
waters, and in some places as high as 48:1. But what about in the Gulf
of Maine? And what about here in Great Bay? We know that many of
our federal, state, academic and non-profit partners are thinking about
this too. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has
released a draft Marine Debris Action Plan that focuses on understanding and preventing consumer
debris, derelict fishing gear, microplastics, and impacts to wildlife. A group of local partners has
started an effort to coordinate marine debris outreach and citizen engagement in the Piscataqua
River and Great Bay region as well. Although there is solid science about the impact marine debris
can have on individual animals, there are still many questions about how it moves through our
watersheds and in the ocean, about how marine debris impacts populations and cascades through the
ecosystem, and what the threats of microplastics may be. The region is advancing our understanding
through coordinating monitoring efforts and partnering with scientists in New England as well as
collaborating on local clean up and outreach activities. These efforts are important, but the most
critical thing that we all can do is to proactively keep trash out of our waterways. Most marine debris
is plastic. Globally 85% of plastics are not recycled, and 33% of plastic items are only used once. As
with every issue, we invite you to learn and explore this subject with us, and we encourage you to be
a part of the solution; skip the Styrofoam cup, the plastic shopping bag, and the straw- and know that
your behavior matters, because Great Bay Matters.
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Tons of Trash
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CONSIDER
the
SOURCE

A

© BETH HECKMAN

bowling ball wedged in the rocks so
Trash Wheel”, a solar
tight, we couldn’t remove it. That is
and hydro-powered
the strangest piece of marine debris
custom-built skimmer
I’ve ever found. We already had a grocery
in Baltimore’s harbor
bag full of debris from our walk along the
area. This floating trash
Plum Island, MA beach, but I would have
bin skims the waters for
carried the bowling ball a half mile back to
floating pollution before
our car or asked my husband to, if I had
it has a chance to go out
been able to free it from the grips of the
to sea. It looks like a
jetty. I can’t help but fill a bag when we go
giant bug with big eyes
to a beach, no matter the season. I figure,
and a rotating wheel of
if it isn’t my job to clean up a bit, whose
teeth pulling trash into
job is it? We all love our beaches. Whether
its gaping mouth. Our
it is our little Sandy Point beach at the
sister reserve, Tijuana
Discovery Center or a white sands beach
National Estuarine
on a tropical island, nobody wants to put
Research Reserve in
down a towel or pull up a beach chair next
California, has installed
to pieces of trash. Marine debris fouls our
large trash booms which
beaches, litters the surface and floors of
are set up across sections
our oceans, and harms wildlife. Domestic
of the Tijuana River.
laws and international regulations, provide
These booms collect
little incentive for behavior change for large
trash as it comes down
corporations and industries to cut down
the waterway from
on their contributions to ocean trash, but
Mexico. These are small areas being cleaned
much of what ends up in our oceans are
up and may seem manageable, but there are
single use items such as plastic bottles,
much larger areas to be dealt with.
plastic bags, and plastic straws. These are
There are five garbage patches in our
three of the top
oceans where
According
to
the
Ocean
ten villains that
the currents
Conservancy, plastic has been work together
are convenience
items for peounknowingly
found in 59% of seabirds...in
ple on the run,
accumulating
100%
of
sea
turtle
species,
and
not industry
anything that is
waste.
more than 25% of fish sampled floating, from
There are
tiny microplasfrom seafood markets.
many organitics to large
zations around the world that have come
fishing nets. The largest of these, known
up with innovative technologies to combat
as The Great Pacific Garbage Patch, is
plastic pollution. You may have seen “Mr.
located between California and Hawaii.
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Said to be the size of Texas, it is bounded
by the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre,
a system of circular ocean currents that
create the stable center for debris accumulation. You might conjure up a mental
image of floating bottles as far as your eye
can see, but in reality, most of the garbage
patch is composed of tiny microplastics
that make the ocean look “soupy”. There
are often small animals mixed in with these
bits of debris who seek refuge wherever
they can in the open ocean. This makes
for a deadly combination for many species.
According to the Ocean Conservancy,
plastic has been found in 59% of seabirds,
like pelicans and albatrosses, in 100% of
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Left: Marine debris concentrates
in various regions of the North
Pacific, not just in one area. The
exact size, content, and location
of the “garbage patches” are
difficult to accurately predict.

© ERWIN ZWART / THE OCEAN CLEANUP

COURTESY NOAA
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COURTESY NOAA

Below: Mobilized by water
power and solar power, Mr.
Trash Wheel (left) places
trash from the harbor onto an
onboard conveyor belt that
deposits it into dumpsters on
the vessel. While plastic bottles
are the most visible trash on
our shores (center), The Great
Pacific Garbage Patch is mostly
composed of microplastics.
The Ocean Clean Up prototype
(right) fully installed.

sea turtle species, and more than 25%
of fish sampled from seafood markets
around the world. You may have seen
videos of straws being extracted from sea
turtles nostrils or photos of seabird chicks
that have starved to death because their
parents fed them plastic that looked like
their normal food sources. Do you know
if you have eaten fish that have consumed
plastic? There are many people worried
about plastic consumption and its long
term effects on humans.
A Dutch organization, called The
Ocean Clean Up, has plans to deploy
floating screen systems to collect these
patches of mostly plastic debris, into a

• Spring/Summer 2018

manageable area for removal, touting
complete clean-up in five years’ time. They
hope to continue funding the project by
recycling the plastic they remove into
items like sunglasses, chairs and car bumpers. Some say that clean-up efforts like
these are not necessarily helping to change
personal behavior; in fact, they might be
doing the opposite, allowing people to
think that what they are doing to contribute to the problem isn’t a big deal. On the
other hand, removal of accumulated waste
should be considered an important aspect
of mitigating debris impacts. However,
ultimately, source reduction is the most
effective and efficient approach.

							

Although there are many bright and
ambitious minds working on ideas to clean
up our oceans, marine debris looks like
it is here to stay. By changing our behaviors, we can all do our part to lessen the
amount that ends up in our oceans in the
first place. Whether it is carrying a mug in
your car for trips to your favorite coffee
place, remembering your reusable totes for
groceries, refilling a metal water bottle for
hikes, skipping a straw in restaurants, or
cleaning up a section of beach, every small
step is a step in the right direction.

Beth Heckman, Assistant Education Coordinator,
GBNERR
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Microplastics
A N O T- S O M I C R O P R O B L E M

If you have ever walked along the shores of Great Bay, you have experienced its beauty and
diversity. The Great Bay Estuary is a place where the ocean and rivers, land and water, and
people and nature meet. But, have you also experienced unsightly marine debris?

COURTESY NOAA

Great Bay lies at the confluence of tidally
about it? There is a lot of research focused
food web, and all debris items negatively
driven salt water from the Gulf of Maine
on microplastics, some of it right here
impact water quality. In addition, unsightly
and fresh water from seven rivers – a waterthrough UNH’s Seagrant program https://
debris can impact recreation in and along
seagrant.unh.edu/beach-microplastics.
shed that extends more than 1,000 square
Great Bay….who wants to kayak or fish
Plastics do not biodegrade, but
miles. The flowing water carries many
amongst a scattering of trash?
instead photodegrade. Photodegradation
things into Great Bay, including marine
Perhaps the most poorly understood
involves sunlight and air, and breaks down
debris, which can settle on the shores of
type of marine debris is microplastics –
materials into smaller and smaller pieces,
the bay.
plastic pieces less than 5mm in size. What
in this case breaking down plastic, such
From bottle caps to torn up boat docks,
are they? Where do they come from? What
as bottles and bags, into microplastics
the trash found in and along Great Bay
problems do they cause? What can we do
smaller than 5mm. This means that
varies widely. During debris cleanups
plastics never disappear, but instead
organized by the Blue Ocean Society
become smaller and smaller, making
in 2016 and 2017, 239 people helped
it harder to remove them from the
remove almost 12,000 pieces of debris,
environment, and easier for them to
totaling 3,922 pounds from the shores
enter the food web. In addition, some
of Great Bay! Common items found
microplastics are small from the start,
included cigarette butts, plastic bottles
such as nurdles which are used in the
and bags, food wrappers, and almost
production of plastic products, or the
5,000 pieces of trash less than 2.5cm
plastic microbeads that were added to
in size.
personal care products for the last 45
All marine debris can have
years.
detrimental impacts on Great Bay’s
Another emerging source is
ecosystem. Rope, fishing line, and
fibers from synthetic clothing, like
balloons can entangle animals, smaller
fleece, that exit the washing machine
items such as bags or food packaging
and enter a water treatment facility.
can be ingested by animals, floating
Synthetic fabrics are often made
debris can transport invasive species,
from petroleum based sources, the
large debris like tires can smother
or damage vegetation, toxins and Small plastics, like this styrofoam bead, can same ingredients that go into making
plastic. On average, an older synthetic
microplastics bioaccumulate in the often be mistaken for food by wildlife.
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fleece jacket can release approximately 2
grams of microfibers with every wash, and
approximately 40% of those pass through
waste water treatment plants and enter the
watershed. Synthetic fibers, while they may
look more natural than microbeads, are in
fact plastic, and will not degrade.
The biggest impacts of microplastics are
toxin accumulation, and bioaccumulation.
The small particles attract other toxic
pollutants, causing them to accumulate and
become concentrated on the microplastics.
This can lead to serious, localized, water
quality issues, and can be toxic for wildlife
when ingested. Microplastics can easily
enter the food web at any level, even through
the smallest species, phytoplankton. Just
like any toxin, as it continues up the food
web it bioaccumulates, or becomes more
abundant in larger animals like fish and birds
of prey. Not only can this cause physical

Estuary Almanac
Herring Gull - (Larus argentatus)
Commonly referred to as a “seagull”,
the herring gull is the classic gray-and-white,
pink-legged gull that is synonymous with
visions of a New England coast. Though many
may think of this bird as a nuisance, like all
creatures, it occupies an important niche in
the food chain. This type of gull is the most
common, and is usually found near fishing
boats, docks, trash heaps, and of course,
beach-going picnickers. It is an opportunistic
feeder, eating a variety of foods and occupying
a range of habitats, including open water,
fields, mudflats, dumps, and other open space.
The gull divides its time between the ocean
and land and is capable of thriving in both.
For example, while it generally drinks fresh
water, it has the ability to drink salt water as
well, excreting excess salt through specialized
glands above the eye.
Natural History
The herring gull takes about four years
to reach maturity, beginning its life as a
speckled brown and white bird, eventually
passing through several stages of plumage
• Spring/Summer 2018
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2 grams: the amount of
microfibers a fleece jacket can
release into the water every wash.
5mm: microplastics are 5mm or
less in size.
2017: microbeads began to
be phased out of personal care
products.

problems, like becoming embedded in
gills and organs, the chemicals that have
accumulated on the particles can become
toxic for animals.
The microplastics problem is still not
fully understood, but that doesn’t mean
it is hopeless. The most important step is
source reduction. Less use of plastic, means
less plastic entering the environment.

until growing into its final gray-and-white,
widely recognized stage. A mature herring gull
is marked by gray wings and black wing tips,
with a white belly and head and light pink legs.
Once ready to breed, pairs prepare a nest
together in the sand or soft soil and will lay up
to three eggs.
The herring gull’s ability to eat a variety of
foods is both a strength and a weakness; this
animal is a species of least concern, however,
the 2014 State of the Birds Report listed it
as a “Common Bird in Steep Decline”. This
is due, in part, to its affinity to gobble down
anything edible, even trash, microplastics,
and fishing lures found floating in the ocean
or on land. Concern has been growing for the
herring gull and other marine birds, as they
are more frequently found to be eating trash
and refuse. Not only does this pose a choking
hazard to the animals, but small plastics can
rip the lining of their intestines, which can be
fatal. Though their bellies may be full from the
debris they’ve ingested they have received
no nutrients from their meal, resulting in
malnourishment. Marine debris also poses risk
of entanglement to the herring gull. Fishing
gear such as nets, ropes, and line have the
potential to trap gulls, especially gear that has

							

Choose reusable items instead of singleuse plastics. Check personal care products
for microplastic ingredients (polyethylene
or polypropylene are the most common).
In 2015 these ingredients were banned by
Congress, and in 2017 companies began to
phase out the ingredients, but they are still
around in some products. To help prevent
microfibers from coming out of synthetic
fabrics, wash them less frequently, and
buy natural fabrics whenever possible.
Look for new products being developed
to catch and trap fibers in the wash.
Lastly, join a local cleanup! Reducing the
source is vital, but picking up what is
already in the environment helps prevent
photodegradation of plastic debris into
microplastics. There is plenty we can do to
contribute to the solution.

Melissa Brogle, Volunteer Coordinator, GBNERR

Herring gull

been lost or discarded.
Sometimes it is a fight to keep common
species common. In a span of just 40 years
the now extinct passenger pigeon population
plummeted from 2 billion wild birds to none;
let’s not take New Hampshire’s herring gull for
granted. Everyone has a part to play in keeping
our coasts clean and our wildlife thriving. You
can find more information on the herring gull’s
decline in recent years on stateofthebirds.org.
Colleen McClare, Naturalist, GBNERR
5

NERRS NEWS
Program News and Events From GBNERR

BUFFER OPTIONS FOR THE BAY
information and
products available
on the website can
be used to inform a
range of activities
including land
acquisition, management, and protection;
restoration; community engagement
and decision maker
training; and policy
making. BOB was
sponsored by the
National Estuarine
Research Reserve
System Science
Collaborative, which
supports collaborative research that addresses coastal management problems important to reserves and their communities.
The Science Collaborative is funded by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration and managed by the University of
Michigan Water Center.

© NHFG / VICTOR YOUNG PHOTO

F

or the past two and a half years, New Hampshire Fish and
Game’s Great Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve and
the New Hampshire chapter of the Nature Conservancy have
co-led a project to try to understand how to protect buffers more
effectively in coastal New Hampshire. Called “Buffer Options
for the Bay” or “BOB”, the project wraps up this month and has
resulted in a website (bufferoptionsnh.org) and a suite of
reports and maps created to support policy and land use decisions
in New Hampshire’s Great Bay region. These resources provide
recommendations
for buffer width,
recommendations
for how to get a
conversation in
your town started
about buffers, and
economic statistics
on how valuable
the services, like
clean water, wildlife
habitat and flood
protection are to
residents. The

STATE OF OUR ESTUARIES REPORT RELEASED

E
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very five years, Piscataqua Region Estuaries Partnership
(PREP) produces a State of Our Estuaries Report that
examines environmental indicators of estuarine health, such
as bacteria levels, nutrient concentrations, toxic contaminant
levels, abundance of shellfish, and land use in the coastal
watershed. By examining long-term data sets compiled from
a variety of organizations, the report describes the current
status of Southeastern New Hampshire and Southern Maine’s
estuaries and suggests trends for the future. The report is
designed to provide readers with an accurate understanding of
environmental trends for the Great Bay and Hampton-Seabrook
estuaries so that they may make informed land use and
resource management decisions. To dig in to the report go to:
http://www.stateofourestuaries.org/.

Spring/Summer 2018 •

Educational Offerings
SUMMER BAYVENTURES 2018

Program schedule for children entering 3rd-6th grade
Bayventure programs are held on Wednesdays
from 9:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Sign up for one or the super summer series of six!
June 11th
A Day at Great Bay
Low tide reveals the mudflats of Great Bay twice every
day. On this day, the tides are just right - allowing
us to explore low and high tide! Come enjoy these
amazing habitats at Sandy Point and uncover some
of the fantastic animals and plants that live there. Be
prepared to get wet and muddy!

July 25th
Amphibians Around Us
Did you know there are 22 species of frogs and
salamanders in New Hampshire? We will spend the
day learning about these fascinating creatures and
what they need to survive. Special guest, Andy, the tree
frog, will be on hand to help us with our discoveries.
Make a batik frog print to take home.

July 18th
Earth Ninja
Become a person skilled in taking care of our Earth
and learn how to teach others to do the same. Participate in a Great Bay coastal clean-up and make your
own travel waterfront clean up kit to take home.

August 1st
Mystery on Great Bay
Join us for a day of mystery indoor and outdoor games
and activities. If you like surprises, or even if you don’t,
you will be sure to have a super day near Great Bay!
Make a mystery craft to take home.

JR. BAYVENTURES 2018
Program schedule for children entering 1st-4th
grade. Jr. Bayventures is a shorter version of the
standard Bayventures programs. Jr. programs
are held on Fridays from 9:30 a.m.- noon.
July 13th
A Day at Great Bay

August 3rd
Mystery on Great Bay

July 20th
Earth Ninja

August 10th
Sharks in the Estuary?

July 27th
Amphibians Around Us

August 17th
Wild Edibles

August 8th
Sharks in the Estuary?
Not in Great Bay, but in most other estuaries around
the world, sharks can thrive. Let’s discover important
clues that help us to understand how a shark hunts,
what it eats and the role it can play in an estuarine
ecosystem. Make a shark pillow to take home.
August 15th
Wild Edibles
Learn local wild edible plants with “Botany Beth” by your
side. What can be tasted around our yards and what
should be left alone? Help prepare some tasty snacks with
locally gathered flora. Make blueberry jam to take home.

To register call (603) 778-0015 or email beth.heckman@wildlife.nh.gov
• Each Bayventures program is $35 for Great Bay Stewards members ( $175 for all 6 programs as a member or if
you renew or becaome a new GBS member) and $40 per program for non-members. There is a $5/sibling/day
discount. The camper to staff ratio is a maximum of 7:1.
• Each Jr. Bayventures program is $15 for Great Bay Stewards members or $20 per program for non-members.
The camper to staff ratio is a maximum of 6:1

Kayak Great Bay!
Join Great Bay Discovery Center naturalists on guided tours in the Great Bay Estuary. No
experience necessary and all equipment is provided. Find out more at GreatBay.org.

“Once Upon an Estuary”
Children, with an adult, are invited to come listen
to a story, play games and make a craft. Many
activities will be outside so please dress ready for
some outdoor fun! $3 per child or $5 per family.
Pre-registration is required.
Please call 778-0015 and ask for Jay or Beth
or email Jay.Sullivan@wildlife.nh.gov.
July 12th
“Going Lobstering” by Jerry Pallotta
Do you know if they live in Great Bay? Join us
as we learn all about lobsters and lobstering!
Find out what they eat and try your hand at
banding one!
July 19th
“All the Way to the Ocean” by Joel Harper
Come learn about what kinds of debris travel
to the ocean and how to help keep the Earth
healthy. Make your own canvas tote to take
home.
July 26th
“Frog or Toad? How do you know?” by
Melissa Stewart - Can you tell the difference
between the two? Come learn about these cool
creatures, take a walk as we look for some,
and make your own Toad Abode for your own
backyard.
August 2nd
“Seashells by the Seashore” by Marianne
Berkes - Come ready to explore the shore of
Great Bay as we learn about shells and who
lives in them.
August 9th
“The Hungry Shark” by Tamia Sheldon
Do we have sharks that live in Great Bay?
Find out more about who lives here and what
they like to eat. Make something to take home
for the next time you have a snack!
August 16th
“What’s in the Garden?” by Marianne Berkes
Come get your hands dirty as we see what’s
ready in our garden to prepare and enjoy
some good food together!

Great Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve
Great Bay Discovery Center, 89 Depot Rd
Greenland, NH 03840
Greatbay.org
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A National Perspective: Tons of Trash
in only five hours. The health of our oceans
affects the health of all other living things,
including us.
Thankfully, new trails are being blazed
in the effort to keep our waterways clean.
With funding from NOAA’s Marine Debris
Program, the NCNERR has teamed up with
Duke University’s Marine Robotics and
Remote Sensing Lab to patrol waterways via
unmanned aerial systems. The University is
flying these aerial systems over the reserve
to produce maps that identify the locations of
medium and large pieces of marine debris.
These high-quality maps are compared to
habitat maps of the reserve and then used
to strategically prioritize removal efforts to
maximize habitat benefits.
But the collaboration doesn’t end there:
once the debris is located aerially, volunteers
from the town of Beaufort, NC, the North
Carolina Maritime Museum and TowBoatUS
pitch in to recover and dispose of the items
properly. This cutting-edge technology gives
great hope to the future of our waterways and
coasts, and provides a guiding-light for collaboration across multiple skill sets.

COURTESY NOAA

T

here is truth to the old adages, “many
hands make light work” and “it takes
a village,” as community members and
volunteers from the North Carolina National
Estuarine Research Reserve (NCNERR) have
experienced first-hand with a new project
focused on marine debris clean-up. The NOAA
Marine Debris Program has joined forces
with the Rachel Carson Reserve (part of the
NCNERR) and Duke University to revolutionize
the way coastal waters are rid of debris.
NOAA defines marine debris as “any
persistent solid material that is manufactured or processed and directly or indirectly,
intentionally or unintentionally, disposed of
or abandoned into the marine environment
or the Great Lakes”. Essentially, any manmade component has the potential to become
marine debris as it weaves its way out of our
garbage cans, cars, houses, and businesses,
through streets, blown by wind, carried by rain
and flushed into storm drains and waterways
leading to the ocean. To give some perspective,
a 2012 cleanup at Appledore Island, part of the
Isles of Shoals off the New Hampshire coast,
yielded over 500 pounds of marine debris

Volunteer for Great Bay!
• Adoption Program: Do you like to garden?
Or maybe you are more skilled in repairs
and painting? We have many gardens, a
closed-loop stream, and 3 outdoor play
boats, in need of adoptees to care for them
throughout the season!
• Exhibit Room: We are open for the season
and always looking for weekend help!
Interact with the public, teach about Great
Bay, and help visitors hold a horseshoe
crab at the Discovery Tank!
• Phenology: Do you notice when things
begin to flower or drop their leaves,
or when animals start to return in the
8

					

spring? Our phenology program is a
great way to contribute while you spend
time outside recording nature’s timing!
Training is provided and the volunteer
schedule is flexible.
• Fall Educator Training: Do you like
to work with students and spend time
outside? Our educators teach students all
about the cultural history of Great Bay! All
training is provided, and volunteers sign
up for shifts that are convenient for them.
Training date is September 6.
Contact Melissa at melissa.brogle@
wildlife.nh.gov or 603-778-0015.
Spring/Summer 2018 •

view from the chair

Art of Great Bay

A

t Art of Great Bay this spring,
the beauty of the environment we call home was all around
us. In the watercolors and oils and
sculptures reflecting the marshes,
animals, buildings, and people
that make up the region, we were
reminded how lucky we are to live
near the Seacoast’s hidden coast,
with the Atlantic just a kayak ride
away. Yet as the staff report in this
issue, marine debris is a major problem threatening our waterways. I love to walk along the shoreline, and each time I do I bring
a bag or container to collect trash. I hope more people would do
the same – we all have a responsibility toward keeping our bays
and oceans clean.
This year’s Art of Great Bay was our 14th annual, and we

are so grateful to all the artists who participated, and to those
who showed up to the opening reception, Saturday afternoon
tea, Sunday morning brunch, and all the times in between. We
hope you love the show as much as we do! We also couldn’t do
it without the fabulous Discovery Center staff and our generous
sponsors.
This winter marked a time of change for the Stewards, with
a new executive director, Allison Knab, and a new administrative
coordinator, Newfields resident, Lauren Saltman. The two were
busy over the holidays thanking all our generous annual appeal
donors – we appreciate every dollar you give to the Stewards, and
work hard to make sure it goes toward protecting Great Bay. As
we all look forward to summer, we hope for a future with better
solutions to the complex problem of marine debris and other
threats to the health of Great Bay:

Blanding’s Turtle Habitat Restoration

GIS mapping to identify candidate locations and sites were evaluated

T

he Stewards were thrilled last fall to be promised a matching donation of

looked for sites far from development and trails, and that are owned by the

up to $5,000 to help the Blanding’s Turtle, a species listed as Greatest

Reserve. Three sites were identified around the Crommet Creek watershed,

based on conditions and prior turtle monitoring and habitat use data. They

Need of Conservation in the N.H. Wildlife Action Plan. With the generous

the largest unfragmented block of forest in the region. “We wanted to create

help of the Lamprey River Watershed Association, the Greenland Women’s

nesting sites in more protected areas,” Stevens says. She says previous

Club, several board members, and many charitable sponsors who gave

research shows that once a turtle has been introduced to a nesting site, it

through Generosity.com, we successfully raised $10,000 toward a habitat

will find it again the following year.

restoration project for the endangered turtle.
The bright yellow necks of Blanding’s turtles make them easy to identify,

This winter, Stevens worked with other NHFG employees to begin
creating nesting sites. Blanding’s favor coarser grain soil, which won’t get

with a high-domed shell covered in small yellow flecks. In New Hampshire,

too wet for their eggs. To that end, sand was placed in appropriate openings

their range is restricted to the southeastern portion of the state, where

in the forest for turtles to nest. The Stewards were delighted to be able

roads and development are cutting turtles off from their nesting sites.

to contribute to this impactful project and look forward to following the

To help combat these threats, Rachel Stevens, Reserve stewardship

!

Jack O’Reilly, President, Great Bay Stewards

Blanding’s journey. For more information visit:

coordinator, worked with biologists from the NHFG Nongame & Endangered

http://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/pubs/documents/samples/

Wildlife Program to identify potential sites for turtle nesting. Stevens used

bashful-blandings.pdf

PLEASE JOIN US!

All interested parties are cordially invited to become
Great Bay Stewards. Members receive Great Bay
Matters and other pertinent mailings.

Annual dues may be paid by check made payable to the Great Bay
Stewards and sent to: GBS Membership Committee, 89 Depot Road,
Greenland, NH 03840
q Guardian $150
q Protector $75
q Steward/Family $35 q Student $20 q Other $__________
• Spring 2018

name

_____________

address

_____________

town
state
email

							

____________
zip

_________
___________
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